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ISAIAH, “THE EVANGELICAL PROPHET”:
ISAIAH’S BIOGRAPHY
(Isaiah 1:1)

I.

His ________________________
A.

His _________________—Amoz (1:1a)

B.

His _________—about _______ – _______ BC (1:1b)

C.

His _________________ (7:3; 8:3)
1.

His wife is called only “the ______________________” (8:3)

2.

His __________ were Shear-Jashub (“a _______________ will return”) and
Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz (“___________ the booty, _____________ the prey”)

II.

His ________________________ (6:1-13)
A.

The ______________—the year of King Uzziah’s ____________, _______ BC (6:1a)

B.

The ______________ (6:1b-4)

C.

The ______________ (6:5-8)

D.

1.

He _________________ his own sin and the sins of his ______________

2.

He experienced God’s ____________________

3.

He _________________ God’s call for a _____________________

The _______________ (6:9-13)
1.

He was to bring __________________, ________________, and
__________________ to his people

2.

He was preparing the nation for ___________________

3.

He was promised a ___________ would be ___________________
1

III.

His ________________________
A.

During the reign of ________________ (chs. 7-8)
1.

2.

Confronting his __________________ with ____________________
a.

Brought a message of _____________________

b.

Offered a _____________ of confirmation

Demonstrating the importance of ____________________________
a.

Display on a large ___________ the words “swift is the ___________,
speedy is the _____________”

b.

_____________ his newborn son with the words on the ___________

c.

Announce that Judah’s allies would be ___________________ by
________________

d.
B.

During the reign of ___________________
1.

IV.

________________ God’s Word among “my _________________”

Counseling against joining the _______________ against _____________ (20)
a.

Go ___________ and ________________ for _______________

b.

Assyria would destroy ___________ with __________ and _________

2.

Announcing the king’s approaching ____________ (38; cf. 2 Kings 20:1-11)

3.

Confronting the king for _________________ the king of _____________ (39)

4.

Sending to the king a ________________ answer of _________ (37:5-7, 21-35)

His ________________________
A.

He was ___________________ on his ministry

B.

He _______________ God in a ____________________ ministry

C.

He _______________ God and ____________________________
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